
China…… 

Observations of a 
Meiguoren Building 

Inspector

On the Loose in 

Zhonguo



Something to think 
about…..
The majority of Standing Committee 
and Politburo members have advanced 
degrees in Science or Engineering.  
They are not career technocrats.  China 
is what you get when the engineers are 
running things.  Engineers with a couple 
millennia history and culture of building 
big stuff…. 



Jing Jin Ji 
" The largest megalopolis in the World, population of 130 

million, encompassing an area roughly the size of Kansas







South To North Water 
Transfer Project

• Moving the equivalent of 45 billion cubic meters of water 
from the relatively wet South to the chronically dry North





Chinese Highway System
" Exceeded the entire length of the US Interstate System back 

around 2011.  They’re building the equivalent of a 4 lane 
highway from NY to LA every year, have been doing so for 
several years, and will continue for several more.  They're all toll 
roads BTW….



High Speed Rail
" When completed, there will be about 35,000 kilometers of 

track.  More people employed by the Railway Ministry 
than work for the entire United States Government.







Beĳing-Daxing Airport
• It will be the world’s largest and busiest airport, sprawling 

over 7.5 million square feet, and it will handle 130 million 
passengers annually, about 35 million more than 
Hartsfield, our busiest airport @ approx. 96-97 million  


• And this, after the current Beijing International Airport 
which is spectacular and <10 years old.



The World’s Longest 
Underwater Tunnel

" It will connect Dalian and Yantai across the Bohai Sea.  
This gets kinda tricky because it cuts across not one, but 
two of the largest tectonic faults in the Eastern 
Hemisphere.



Hong Kong-Zhuhai-Macau 
Bridge

• It will be approximately 15 Golden Gate 
Bridges laid end to end.  Part of it will 
plunge underwater for an extended 
length so it doesn’t block the entrance 
to Hong Kong harbor.  Hong Kong and 
Shenzhen are both so excited, they are building their own 
bridges to feed into it, so it will end up being somewhere 
in the vicinity of 20-30 Golden Gates.





BIG.VERY BIG.





Tower Blocks













































Concrete











And What’s This Guy Do?







Farm to Towers In 2….
(years)

• How’d They Do This?  3 shifts, 24/7/365…..Chinese 
building doesn’t modulate, it accelerates.









The Decoration

• Now you got your concrete box, 
whaddaya gonna do with it?



































Exterior Wall Finish

• Concrete…..and then what?

































80’s  Bumpouts

• Not a lot to say…..Concrete planks on bricks, stone, 
concrete, whatever….4 story walk ups, sometimes heat, 
sometimes exquisite, sometimes concrete finished wall, 
floor, and ceiling….





60’s Collectives……

• Orange brick dry stacked red clay tile roofing, dirt or 
concrete floors…….when the revolution was new.







Farmers Houses

• No, these aren’t suburban McMansions…..

















Migrant Workers
• Housed in portable and barren metal boxes, 265,000,000 

million rural residents travel to the ends of the Kingdom to 
build China.







The Scale Model

• If It’s Not a Scale Model, It Ain’t Happening……















Architectural Details

• It’s All In Them…..











Emperor Zorgon of 
the Planet Zorg

• Resistance is Futile……













China’s History of using 
Nature As a Guiding Principle

• ….and architectural details borrowed accordingly……



































Sidewalks

• How can you mess them up?

















Kai Qiang Da Dong

• Hole In the Wall Stores….. Entrepreneurs filling space with 
business…..







And Then There 
Was Time When 

“Walks” 
Transported One 

Into Another 
Dimension……













































Gates

• Folks in China Like Gates



















Because 9 Is the Largest 
Single Digit.

• “We’re Number 9!  We’re Number 
9!!!”….just doesn’t make it as a 
cheerleading chant…..









































Roofing

• And how it got that way…..





`









































Windows

• Now and Then…..































HEAT
• Sometimes there’s heat and a lot of times there’s not.  

Mao proclaimed anything north of the Yangtze 
(Chiangjiang) River gets heat, anything south does not.  
Thanks Mao……


• It’s not at all strange to go out to a restaurant, a bank, or 
an office, and everyone is sitting is sitting in winter coats.



























Electrical Systems
• What’s there to say?  220V, no apparent grounds, no 

GFCI, plastic, aluminum, and generally a confusing mess 
that I’ve never been able to figure out.









Plumbing

• Old, new, and sometimes none at all.

































Drying Clothes

• You thought they used dryers, didn’t you…..(?)













Cooking

• Always Exciting in China





















































Walls….Bricks & Mortar



 
Yingzao Fashi

Building codes go back to Hammurabi, but the oldest recognized 
complete code in China dates to the Song Dynasty around 1100CE.  

Tile and brick making was one of 13 building operations together 
with carpentry, joinery and stonework, etc. specified in the book. 

It was first thought that bricks were approximately 2000 years old, 
dating back to Zhou Dynasty times…..then archaeologists 
discovered some approximately 4000 years old in archaeological 
digs…. 

Bricks dating back 5,000 to 7,000 years have been unearthed in 
northwest China's Shaanxi Province.  So, it’s not Hammurabi age 
code required, but calcined brick are among the oldest in the world.











And Mortar….















This Stuff











And What Was the 
Magic Ingredient?



Sticky Rice



Bingjian Zhang is a professor of physical 
chemistry, the head of the Institute of Physical 
Chemistry at Zhejiang University. 

Qinglin Ma is a professor of cultural relic 
preservation and vice president of the Chinese 
Academy of Cultural Heritage. 

Fuwei Yang is a Ph.D. candidate in physical 
chemistry…….. 

…..whose work was published in the American Chemical 
Society (ACS) monthly journal, Accounts of Chemical 
Research….



Inorganic-Organic Mortar

The inorganic component is calcium 
carbonate, and the organic 
component is amylopectin, which 
comes from the sticky rice soup 
added to the mortar.  The amylopectin 
slows down the reaction resulting in a 
much tighter and smaller molecular 
structure in the lime.



Quote…..Zhang….. 
“The inorganic component is calcium 
carbonate, and the organic component is 
amylopectin. Calcium carbonate crystal 
was controlled by the organic 
amylopectin. 
Quote…… 
“Test results show sticky rice-lime mortar 
has more stable physical properties, has 
greater mechanical strength, and is more 
compatible, which make it a suitable 
restoration mortar for ancient masonry”.







And then you got the mud 
bricks…..

• Which have an extremely long history in China.







What’s with the Dirt?
Loess is an aeolian sediment formed 
of wind-blown silt, typically in the 20–
50 micrometer size range, twenty 
percent or less clay, and the balance 
equal parts sand and silt that are 
loosely cemented by calcium 
carbonate.











Structure

• The New Stuff….Who Knows?  The Old Stuff?  It’s Pretty 
Cool…..

















Civil Engineering……Of Earth & Wood



Traditional Structure

• New construction in urban areas, traditional methods 
abandoned for modern methods, resulting in charmless 
concrete boxes w/Euro design elements.


• The interesting stuff is often found in rural areas, and is 
slowly being restored



First Principles
• “Duicheng”…Articulation & bilateral symmetry, even numbers of 

columns to enclose an odd number of bays, etc.  (Gardens, 
otoh, are asymmetrical, to create enduring flow & to balance 
structure)


• Property is filled, no “yards”; space is enclosed, courtyards & 
central gathering space predominate w/skywell to Heaven (Tian)


• Horizontal emphasis, width opposed to height


• Hierarchical layout, buildings w/doors facing front of property 
are more important than those w/doors facing sides. In multiple 
courtyard complexes, central spaces are more important than 
peripheral spaces



Cosmological Concepts
• Feng Shui, literally interprets as “Wind Water”


• Screens & offset entries to shield against evil spirits, as evil 
travels in straight lines.


• Talismans & imagery of good fortune abound


• Animals & fruits symbolizing good fortune (magic animals on 
roofs)


• Orienting structure to back into elevated landscape (hill/
mountain) & ensuring there is water in front


• Ponds, pools, wells built into structure



Primary Support
• Buildings erected on raised platforms that serve as 

foundation, earliest being rammed earth & later stone, 
then decorative elements


• Timber frame supporting roof structure.  Walls delineate 
space, they were not supporting structure


• Timber frames held together with joinery, not fasteners


• Dougong (corbel) brackets to distribute loads to columns


• Decorative structure, w/dougong being most recognizable









• Dougong Brackets, sometimes described as baskets of flowers or 
even clouds holding up the sky







Yaoli Village Clan Halls

• Structure Made Beautiful



























Ming 1368-1644 
Qing 1644-1911

Politically, they were similar with primary difference being 
new rulers.  The times were very similar to our own, with 
China exploding onto the world by way of commerce while 
at the same time tightening internal controls and closing 
borders to outside influence.



• At the inception of the Ming Dynasty, the West had made full 
contact with China and the West wanted what China had…
porcelain, silks, spice, and exotic treasures unknown in the West.  
In previous decades, class was 4 part…Emperor, Administrative 
Bureaucracy, Agriculture/Farmers, and Merchants at the bottom of 
the heap.


• Now, merchants vaulted to the upper ranks of society with untold 
riches that sometimes exceeded what the local administrators and 
sometimes even the Emperor, not entirely unlike what we’re 
experiencing today.


• Suddenly, there was the confusion of a pleasurable life.



Wuzhen

• Where and How We Would All Live if We Could







Wind and Rain Bridge



















Lĳiang

• Always Springtime……





















But the Majority of the Population 
still lived in rural villages













































Grandfathers House in  
Bai Ping Village

• It’s Not So Long Ago That Life Was About Survival















Tower Blocks



Grandfather



Tower Blocks



Grandfather









Thank you Joe, Betsy, Jeffrey, 
and all the folks at BSC

• And thanks to all of you for listening to a little bit about 
building in China










